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The Current Debate: (C+M) E and Ultimate Harm

Abstract: Persson and Savulescu (2011b) is a largely successful defense of the position pro-

moted in Persson and Savulescu (2008) against Fenton’s critique of this position in Fenton 

(2009). However, one of Fenton’s essential censures has remained without response: if moral 

enhancement (ME) is to occur at the genetic or biological level, as Persson and Savulescu 

suppose it can and ought to, it will not be possible without significant scientific progress, 

including cognitive enhancement (CE) by bio-medical means. I will offer a response here to 

this critique Fenton raised—a response Persson and Savulecu did not give. It will be based 

on the concept of “integrated neuro-enhancement”, abbreviated (C+M) E. 

Key words: cognitive enhancement, moral enhancement, integrated neuro-enhance-

ment, ultimate harm.

A Reply to Fenton Persson and Savulescu Did Not Give

Fenton (2009) calls into question Persson and Savulescu (2008).  In Perrson and 

Savulescu (2011b) this call has remained unanswered in one segment: non-tradi-

to discover how bio-medical ME is to occur. But albeit cognitive bio-enhancement 

might be essential for moral bio-enhancement, Persson and Savulescu argue that 

-

Fenton’s critique of Persson and Savulescu:

1 -

-

-
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-

search into non-traditional enhancement we are advancing the very body 

-

-

search into enhancement, if we halt it out of concern for the consequences, 

our salvation, and the means of our downfall (Fenton 2011: 148).

-

nology has advanced faster than morality). Hence, if we wish to save humanity 

form its self-annihilation or a somewhat milder form of mass-scale harm, moral 

-

-

gression Ritalin, Concerta) also diminishes violent belliger-

-

-

-

-

2  It ought to be noted, however, that increasing trust and decreasing violent aggression will 
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-

achieving ME, they do suggest two things:

-

tions so drastically that, in general, life will not be worth living anymore (Persson 

-

-

advances (including non-traditional forms of CE and ME) have to wait until we 

-

number of us, it is enough if very few of us are malevolent or vicious enough 

of death and disaster. To eliminate this risk, cognitive enhancement would 

us, since such moral enhancement could reduce malevolence (Persson and 

Savulescu 2008: 166). 
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(in some formulations that have been given by Persson and Savulescu), that the 

enhancement, until

That CE is to be preceded -

-

ourselves morally in such a manner that we will be highly disinclined to destroy 

In their most recent writings, however, Persson and Savulescu do not suggest that 

the Future

should morally enhance ourselves. But does that mean that we are to slow down 

-

Persson and Savluescu do not give us an unambiguous answer. Some hints fa-

-

ed from their earlier writings, but it is not something that turned out to be their 

.

3

 not
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of CE and ME that can be regarded as an integrated whole. Elsewhere I have called 

(C+M) E as a Reply to Fenton

-

-

ence our motives, inducing us to act more in line with what we consider to be mor-

education, that can have a favorable bearing on the enhancement of the morality 

-

behavior.

-

-

-

-

i.e. those who need to be morally enhanced, will make a morally wise use of the 

 plus
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Persson and Savulescu argued, as we have seen, that ME ought to occur before 

 –

we do and what we believe is right to do.

 – -

brought about by traditional enhancement of our intelligence, as follow-

act

-

lieve ought to be done. Being cognitively enhanced (e.g., more intelligent), 

-

-

-

-

tively correlated with a number of morally desirable outcomes. It reduces the risk 

-

economic success and decrease the likelihood of morally undesirable outcomes.

enhancement that might contribute to our truth-orientation: more recorded and 
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dangerous technologies. Moreover, these vices are Janus-headed: they have both 

a cognitive and moral side. Consequently, CE that strengthens our truth-orienta-

There are a variety of laws and regulations that are Janus-headed in a similar 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4 -
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-

-

-

A Relativization of Ultimate Harm 

-

nitely high because of two reasons:

 – -

vents, i.e., how much of worthwhile life there would have been in the fu-

 – we might well have overlooked some of the factors that contribute to the 

(Persson and Savulecu 2011b: 442).

-

ance of badness. The fact that we wish to survive has a lot to do with our biology. 

But that does not mean that their survival entails a net balance of goodness. The 

-
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-

-

minority

-

ing intentionally

that it is morality rather than biology that ensures us human status (Persson and 

-
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Aktuelna debata: (K+M) P i konačna šteta

Apstrakt

U Persson and Savulescu (2011b) uglavnom se uspešno brani pozicija ovih autora izneta 

u Persson and Savulescu (2008) od kritike te pozicije u Fenton (2012). Fentonova ključna 

kritika je pak ostala bez odgovora: ako moralno poboljšanje (MP) treba da se odigra na 

genetskoj ili biološkoj ravni, kao što smatraju Persson i Savulescu, ono neće biti mogu-

će bez značajnog naučnog napretka, a koji uključuje kognitivno poboljšanje (KP) bio-

medicinskim sredstvima. U ovom članku iznosi se odgovor Fentonovoj kritici – odgovor 

koji su Persson i Savulescu propustili da daju. On se zasniva na konceptu „integrisanog 

 neuropobolšanja“, skraćenog (K+M) P.

Ključne reči kognitivno poboljšanje, moralno poboljšanje, integrisano neuropobolj-

šanje, konačna šteta.


